English Composition Sequence Has Changed

This used to be our sequence. One composition course and a literature course that required more writing practice.

ENC1101: College Composition: Covers all writing skills expected of college students from personal writing through completing a research paper. Required of all students in AA and AS programs. English GRW: Gordon Rule Writing Course.

ENC1102: Literature & Composition: With a focus on studying imaginative literature (often an introduction to fiction, poetry, drama) plus more practice writing, often writing about literature. English GRW: Gordon Rule Writing Course.

This is our New, Current Sequence:

Now this is a true, 2-Course Composition sequence.

ENC1101: Introduction to Composition: Students learn to write from personal narratives to reports and analyses; to read, analyze and respond to readings; to recognize rhetorical situations and consider the genre, needs of the audience/reader, and so on; will be familiar with the principles of citation and documentation from practice in writing in response to readings.

ENC1102: Writing with Research: Students learn to develop and present effective arguments; to conduct research and to synthesize materials from a variety of sources; to analyze rhetorical situations and documents; to properly cite and document sources consistently following an established style guide.